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Closing the gap between AI ambitions
and real value from AI

”AI could be the most important
technology transformation. What
organizations that have reached the
deployment stage of AI learn, is the
need to manage their models ”

Chairman of the Board
Peter Søndergaard

≤

Value from AI

Two years ago, people were asking, “What is AI?”
A year ago, people wanted to learn how to trial minimum
viable AI-fueled products.
This year, the questions focused on how to get more value
from AI. There was clearly an emerging sense that AI is
important, but people are investing a lot of money in it and
not seeing the bottom-line impact they expected.

NICOLAUS HENKE AND PAUL WILLMOTT
JANUARY 30, 2019

What we offer:
•

Productionizing AI

•

AI (models in production) that
is scalable, and cost-effective

•

AI model life-cycle
management

•

AI governance, (to support
current world-wide changes to
regulation)

Clear and measurable value from AI

We deliver clear and
measurable value with AI

By combining the:
•

Most advanced AI technology

•

proprietary enterprise solutions

•

World class data scientists

Focusing on:
•

Productionizing AI at scale

•

AI model management

•

AI governance

Key client segments

CLIENTS WITH IN-HOUSE DATA
SCIENCE TEAMS
FOCUS: AI TECHNOLOGY
• Access to the same AI tech. as used
by Unicorns
• Efficient data science workflow
• Robust governance structure

CLIENTS WITHOUT IN-HOUSE
DATA SCIENCE TEAMS
FOCUS: AI AS A SERVICE
•
•

2021.AI responsible for the entire
AI implementation
Support of the full AI life-cycle

TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES
NO NEED TO DEVELOP
EXPERTISE IN-HOUSE
•
•
•

AI for other tech. companies.
AI model development typically
included
Low-risk option

Reaching the top
Organizations increasingly seek to implement AI to bring tangible value to their
business. 2021.AI presents an end-to-end enterprise AI implementation.
The combination of comprehensive AI expertise and our AI platform Grace,
support you on the AI journey, turning your data into valuable insight.

2021.AI support and lead you all the way on your AI journey. From initial AI
opportunity mapping to development and implementation of models, offering
you full lifecycle support in Grace. Real business value is only achieved once an
organization has their models in production, delivering insights and predictions
to all corners of the organization.

MODEL MANAGEMENT,
MONITORING,
RETRAINING
AI
lifecycle
support

AI IN PRODUCTION
AND AT SCALE

AI governance

AI enterprise platform

AI model development

AI opportunity mapping

THE AI JOURNEY

The AI journey
AWARE

In this phase, opportunity mapping will reveal your organization’s AI maturity,
opportunities and proper route to the top.

DISCOVER

In this phase, we will develop a proof of concept (POC) for utilizing AI in your
organization.

IMPLEMENT

In this phase, we will help you develop the AI model(s) for your organization and
deploy them in your IT environment.

SCALE

In this phase, we help you to scale, implementing more models and securing an
optimum utilization of AI across your organization.

LEADING

We will provide you with continuous monitoring and retraining, ensuring
constant performance and value creation.

VALUE CREATION
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Meet Grace
Grace AI Platform standardizes processes and workflows across such areas as
data ingestion, model training, deployment, model lifecycle functionality,
model monitoring, and retraining.
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The Grace AI Platform offers clients with in-house data science teams an
enterprise AI solution to support and enhance the team’s productivity and
efficiency.
Grace standardizes processes and workflows across the data science functions
in such areas as data ingestion, model training, deployment, and model
lifecycle functionality, including model monitoring and retraining.
The Grace AI Platform offers clients without in-house data science teams a
fully functional AI solution, where the full AI life-cycle can be outsourced.
Grace leaves the full AI life-cycle to AI expert partners, including AI model
development, deployment, monitoring, re-training of models and other lifecycle maintenance enabling such clients to also embark on the AI journey.

Grace Standard Models
Fast track to your first AI model implementation
Grace Standard Models are the fast track to your first AI model implementation
without sacrificing future flexibility or extensibility for strategic scaling of
multiple AI models across your organization.
As Grace Standard Models are delivered on Grace, clients with growing AI
ambitions and interest in extending to more bespoke and advanced AI model
development will be well supported while adding more models and modules
on Grace as the requirements grow.

PRE-BUILT PIPELINES
The Standard Models have pre-built data pipelines based on specific
data structures, the only thing we need from you is your data.

PRE-PACKAGED DATA SCIENCE EXPERTISE
Standard Models comes with the expertise from our multiple model
implementation, pre-packaged to you for easy AI implementation.

EASY IMPLEMENTATION
Standard Models are easily implemented in your IT infrastructure via
Grace, and if requested smoothly integrated with your BI tools such
as Qlik, PowerBI or Tableau.
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No innovation theatre
Only one focus: new business value
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COST OPTIMIZATION
Cost optimization by automation and
intelligent reduction of waste by implementing
new AI models.

REVENUE GROWTH

PRODUCTION

Improve revenue growth by using
advanced data analytics combined with
AI.

ADRESS RISK
Use AI to address multiple risks and areas of
risk within your organization.

Only in production, AI adds clear and
measurable value

CROSS
INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE

Partnerships
We believe in the power of partnership. We work with some of the greatest
companies in technology and consulting around the globe. Through our
growing partnership ecosystem, we accelerate your AI implementation and
ability to deliver clear business results.

"Microsoft selected 2021.AI as
just ten companies in Europe to
our Scale-up program, we
ranked the quality and
experiences in the people and
the Grace platform the highest
among the many hundred
companies evaluated. Microsoft
will launch Grace in Azure
Marketplace for global
distribution"

LARRY VAN DER MEULEN

“The grace AI platform is the
perfect match for Dell EMC and
our solution going to market
with a strong and complete AI
offering to our clients focused
on extracting value from their
large sets of data”

PHILIP VESTERSKOV

“Strong synergies have
already lead to more than ten
common clients. Valcon’s
consulting services ensuring
efficiency and optimized data
usage combined with Grace
AI platform and 2021.AII
expertise within AI warrants
successful AI
implementations”

THOMAS FISCHER

The Enterprise AI Company
2021.AI serves the growing need for applied AI. Our data science expertise
combined with our Grace AI Platform offers a true AI differentiator for clients
around the world. With Grace, Data Scientists can solve some of the most
complex problems, or directly implement our packaged models related to churn
prediction, chat-bots, classification, and much more. Growing fast with more than
80 employees, 2021.AI is headquartered in Copenhagen with sales and R&D in
several locations globally.
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